Introduction
A gas exposed to an electrical field in low pressure conditions (<5 Torr) results in a nonequilibrium plasma [1, 2] ; such ionized media, known as "cold" plasmas or glow discharges, are powerful surface-modification tools in Material Science and Technology. Low-pressure plasmas allow to modify the surface chemistry and properties of materials compatible with lowmedium vacuum, through the following three general classes of processes:
-Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition PE-CVD, deposition of organic and inorganic thin films with composition and properties tuneable with the deposition conditions; -Plasma Treatments grafting the very first layers (1-3 nm) of polymers (or other materials) with chemical functionalities; plasma-induced cross-linking and branching; -Plasma Etching Trough-mask ablation of materials for material patterning by means of reactive species generated in the plasma, with formation of gas products.
Plasma etching, treatment and deposition processes have been developed since almost thirty years in microelectronics, for the fabrication of Very Large Scale Integrated circuits. More recently, PE-CVD and treatment plasma processes have been developed and optimised in other fields to improve the surface properties of conventional polymers, from food packaging to optics, from textiles to biomaterials. Radiofrequency fields (13.56 MHz mainly) are very much utilized to sustain plasma processes, audiofrequency (KHz) and microwave fields (GHz) are also utilized [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] A remarkable number of surface properties of polymers can be altered by means of plasma chemistry, such as wettability, lubricity, dyeability, surface hardness, adhesion and wear. Among the most attractive features of plasma processes oriented to the modification of polymers, the following are worth to be mentioned:
-their ability of modifying in continuo , at room temperature, in a controlled and original way, surface chemistry and properties of materials, without altering their bulk; -their intrinsic sterility, a feature of prominent interest in biomedical applications; -the possibility of being transferred to industrial scale and throughput, with "real" substrates (webs, textiles, inside of plastic tubes, fabrics, non woven tissues, lenses, substrates with complicated shape, etc.), with processes characterized by very low environmental impact.
When properly supported by diagnostic techniques of the plasma phase and of the processed surfaces, plasma-induced surface modifications can be investigated in detail, rationalized for fundamental studies and controlled at nanometric level. Such approach has allowed the penetration of plasma chemistry in many different areas of Material Science and Technology, such as that of biomaterials. In this field plasma processes are utilized to adapt the surface properties of biomedical polymers and of other materials utilized to manufacture prostheses, catheters, intraocular lenses, biosensors, and other devices, to the biological systems they are engineered to come in contact with, in vitro or in vivo. Bloodcompatibility, inertness, hydrophilic-hydrophobic properties, non fouling character and cell-adhesion are among the properties that plasma deposition, treatment and etching processes can impart to the surface of biomedical polymers [7] [8] [9] [10] ; certain etching processes have been optimised also for sterilization [11, 12] .
Since quite recently, combined PE-CVD, treatment and etching processes are utilized also to transfer geometric micrometric patterns at the surface of biomedical polymers [13] [14] [15] , with the aim of driving the behaviour of cells (contact guidance [16] [17] [18] ), for example in tissue engineering.
The aim of this short review is to describe the work of the authors in the field of biomedical applications. Two processes will be described, in particular, namely: the grafting process of polar groups aimed to obtain stable hydrophilic surfaces on hydrophobic polymers such as poly-tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and poly-ethylene-therephtalate (PET), and the deposition of thin organic coatings highly functionalized with carboxylic groups. Both surfaces display cell-adhesive properties, and have been utilized to develop patterned surfaces characterized by different chemical domains in the microscale.
Such substrates are utilized in our lab for cell growth experiments.
Plasma treatments of polymers with limited hydrophobic recovery
Polar groups (e.g., NH2, -OH, etc.) can be conveniently grafted at the surface of biomedical polymers by means of plasma treatments. One the aims of such processes is to increase the wettability of polymers, and their capability of sustaining cell adhesion, spreading and growth [19] [20] [21] ; another purpose would be the covalent immobilization of biomolecules for specific applications, using the grafted groups as binding sites [22, 23] .
An important issue in plasma treatments of polymers, often crucial for industrial applications, is the ageing of the plasma treated surfaces. When polar groups are covalently bound to the surface chains (0-20 A below the interface) of an hydrophobic polymer, a dynamic polymer/air interface is created, which experiences, at different extents, the hydrophobic recovery of the original moieties of the polymer. Rotational and translational motions, when permitted, allow the original hydrophobic moieties of the polymer to emerge at the interface for minimizing the interfacial energy, while polar groups rotate to reduce hydrophilicity. As a consequence, the Water Contact Angle (WCA) value lowered by the plasma treatment increases back toward the original value of the untreated polymer, thus loosing partially or totally, with time, the properties conferred by the process.
Considering the presence of two different classes of chemical groups, i, e., polar, non polar, onto the grafted polymer surface, the equilibrium WCA value eE can be expressed by the Cassie equation (1) . fp is the fraction of the surface area covered with polar groups, 6 E is the equilibrium air/water CA of a surface consisting only of polar groups, and fnP and 9E are the corresponding fraction and CA for a pure non polar surface. Obviously fnp =1-fp. cos 6E = fp cos 9E + f", cos 8 (1) Assuming an exponential decay of the fraction fp ,m of grafted mobile polar groups, i, e., able to rotate/migrate below the interface, Chatelier et al. [24, 25] derived a time-dependent model to describe the restructuring by hydrophobic recovery. The fraction fp(t) of grafted polar groups can thus be written, as a function of the ageing time, in equation (2) , where fp ,, is the fraction of the surface area covered by immobile polar groups and i is the time constant of the restructuring process.
The time dependence of 0E can be calculated by substituting equation (2) in the Cassie equation (1) , considering fnp =1-fp. f (t) = fp ,im + fp,me-th p (2) Equation (3) is obtained, where 0E is derived from the measures of the advancing (0A) and receding (OR) contact angles of the surfaces in question, according to equation (4).
Generally, it is assumed that 9 E =0, while e E is the equilibrium contact angle of the untreated polymer. The fraction of immobile and mobile polar groups and the characteristic time constant i can be calculated from the experimental 0E values by means of a best-fitting mathematical procedure [24] [25] [26] .
02 plasma is widely utilized for activating polymer surfaces by grafting polar oxygencontaining groups; unfortunately, also etching and damage of the surface layer occur in such process, and this often suggests the use of other gas feeds. NH3, among others, revealed to be very effective in grafting nitrogen-containing polar groups, with negligible etching and reduced surface damage [27] [28] [29] . In particular, NH3-treatments were found much more effective (better adhesion, much shorter treatment time) than 02-ones in activating PET toward the adhesion of thin Al layers [29] .
We have plasmas treated PET and PTFE with 02 and NH3, and measured the OE ageing trends with WCA. Such trends have been best-fitted with equation (3) to derive fp,m, fp,;m, fnp, and ti. This allows to compare the efficacy of different experimental conditions in obtaining stable wettable surfaces (high fp,~n values) after a short ageing time (low ti values). In this way it is also possible to verify the effectiveness of H2 and other plasma pre-treatments in cross-linking the very first surface layers of the polymers before being plasma treated. H2 pre-treated polymers show, in fact, better grafting availability and reduced ageing, as it will be shown. This is advantageous when it is necessary to deal with stable polar grafted surfaces, as it is, for example, in cell growth experiments.
2.1 Experimental: NH3 and O2 plasma treatments 02 and NH3 plasma treatments of PET and PTFE were performed in a parallel plate tubular pyrex reactor, with the upper electrode connected to the RF (13.56 MHz) generator and the lower one (sample holder) connected to the ground. H2 plasma pre-treatments have been also performed, in the same reactor, to cross-link the polymers before being grafted with polar groups, and limit the hydrophobic recovery. Treatment time was one minute for all processes shown in this contribution, at 10 sccm gas flow rate and 200 mtorr of pressure. Plasma treated samples were stored in air. Advancing and receding WCA values were measured at room temperature, at different ageing times, with a contact angle goniometer (Rame-Hart model 100-00, sessile drop). Each OE value results from 3-5 0A and 3-5 0R measurements, for a standard deviation off 3°.
2.2 Plasma treatments and pre-treatments of PET and PTFE for limiting the hydrophobic recover. In this section we describe some of our results that evidence the effectiveness of H2 pre-treatments in obtaining stable wettable polymer surfaces. A more complete description of this research is available in ref. [30] . Figure 1 shows an example of the best-fitted OE ageing trends for PET substrates treated NH-(N-grafted) and 02-(0-grafted) plasmas at 100 and 20 W_ respectively. In both cases it can be seen that: a) the wettability of PET is reduced by the treatment, but b) part of the hydrophilic character imparted by the treatment is lost within a few weeks of ageing, due to the hydrophobic recovery. Similar trends have been found also for PTFE, poly-ethylene (PE) and poly-styrene (PS), all popular materials in biomedical applications, often utilized as substrates in cell-growth experiments.
Per each case the ageing trends highly depends on the experimental conditions (treatment time, power input, pressure, reactor geometry, etc.) of the treatments and of the eventual pre-treatment. The 02 treatment shown in Figure 1 results in more hydrophilic PET surfaces respect to the NH3 one; at different treatment time (1 min for the data of Figure 1 ) or power input, the situation would probably be the opposite. NH3 treatments at very short times (0.1-1 seconds), for example, revealed to be much more efficient than 02 in grafting suitable basic Lewis groups at the surface of PET, and resulted particularly effective in improving the adhesion of sputtered Al [29] .
The surface restructuring parameters, listed in Table I , have been calculated from the trends of Figure 1 . It can be noted that more hydrophilic PET surfaces, the 0-grafted one, are characterized by an higher fraction, of immobile polar grafted groups, almost double respect to N-grafted PET.
As confirmed also by Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA), H2 plasma pretreatments can cross-link their very first surface layers of polymers due both to the ability of H atoms produced in the plasma to abstract surface atoms (e.g., F atoms from PTFE), and to the emission of U V radiations. After H2 pre-treatment, the grafting process takes place on a cross-linked hydrogenated layer that limits the hydrophobic recovery of the original polymer chains at the polymer/air interface. Mild treatments (NH3 rather than 02, low power input, short treatment time) are suggested in these cases, since drastic conditions would damage/etch the thin cross-linked layer. Figure 2 displays two selected 0E ageing trends for N-grafted PTFE with and without an H2 pretreatment. The trends show that a much milder NH3 plasma treatment, 20 instead of 100 W, is enough for an effective H2 plasma pre-treated PTFE. In fact it dramatically lowers 0E to a stable value of about 40°, much lower than untreated PTFE (103°). The surface , restructuring parameters calculated from these data are shown in Table II . Again, it is shown that the surface with the lowest value of 0E is also characterized by the highest value of the fraction. Plasma pre-treatments are suggested, thus, to limit the hydrophobic recovery of plasmatreated polymers.
The method proposed by Chatelier et al. [24, 25] allows to compare the efficacy of plasma treatments and pre-treatments in reducing the hydrophobic recovery of polymers grafted with polar groups. Unfortunately, it does not provide any indication on the chemical nature of the grafted polar group; for this reason, surface analysis methods are needed if a more detailed insight of the modified polymer surfaces is requested.
It is worth saying that stable polymer surfaces grafted with polar groups sustain cell adhesion, and spreading and growth is much better than for untreated polymers. Table I Restructuring parameters for 02 and NH3 plasma-treated PET (from data in Figure 1 ).
Storage Time (days) Fig. 2 Best-fitted 0E ageing trends for N-grafted PTFE (1 minute) with (•) and without (A) H2 plasma pre-treatment (1 minute). Table II Restructuring parameters for NH3 plasmatreated PTFE with and without 112 plasma pretreatment (from data in Figure 2 ).
PE-CVD of -COON functional coatings
Glow discharges fed with vapors of acrylic acid (AA), or of other carboxylic organic compounds, deposit thin organic films characterized by -COOH and other oxygencontaining chemical groups; PE-CVD from anhydrides lead to similar surfaces [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . These and other functional coatings (e.g., -NH2 functionalized, deposited from amines [36, 37] ) can be utilized in engineering biomedical surfaces able to induce the spreading and growth of certain cells [32, 38] , and to immobilize covalently biomolecules (enzymes, peptides, non thrombogenics, etc. [22, 23] ). One of the strategy utilized to covalently bind a biomolecule to a functionalized surface consists of using a "spacer" molecule of a certain length, that keep it tethered at the surface with unaltered biological activity.
The density of functional groups in the coating, a feature that heavily influences its final properties, can be tuned by properly controlling the fragmentation of the monomer in the discharge. Generally, the fragmentation of the monomer has to be kept low when the retention of the monomer structure is requested in the deposit (e.g., a high density of -COOH groups from AA feeds, or a high density of NH2 groups from allylamine or similar feeds). This is possible by working at low power input or, better, with modulated glow discharges.
The surface chemistry of -COOH functional coatings can be easily adjusted by tuning the experimental parameters under spectroscopic control of the plasma phase. It has been found, in fact, that the surface density of -COOH groups is correlated with the relative density of CO emitting molecules detected in the discharge by Actinometric Optical Emission Spectroscopy; this allows a certain degree of in situ control of the composition of the coating. CO molecules are clear "markers" of the fragmentation of the monomer in the plasma; when a more intense fragmentation is found in AA plasma, more CO is revealed by spectroscopy, and the density of -COOH groups in the coating is decreased [33] .
One of the approaches widely used to deposit plasma coatings with high retention of the monomer structure is the use of pulsed (modulated) discharges. This is realised by keeping periodically switched on the discharge at a predefined power value for a certain "time on" (toN), and off for a certain "time off' (toFF). The Duty Cycle (DC) percent of the process during the period (toN + t(FF) is defined in equation (5) The deposition by plasma plasma of acrylic acid (pdAA) was performed on silicon and polymer substrates. A parallel plate steel reactor was utilized, with the upper electrode connected to the RF (13.56 MHz) power supply and the lower one (sample holder) grounded. The power supply was connected to a pulse generator to modulate the discharge. AA (3 sccm) and Ar (20 sccm) were used as feed at 230 mtorr of pressure; AA vapours were let in the reactor from a reservoir kept at constant temperature (30°C), with the AA line kept at the same temperature. The depositions were performed at a fixed period of 100 ms, with DC and RF power variable in the ranges 3-100% and 10-50 W, respectively. Coatings obtained by continuous (100% DC) and modulated discharges have been investigated by means of ESCA. The C 1 s signals were best fitted with four components: CO (C-H,C-C; 285.0 eV); Cl (C-OH, C-O-Ca 286.5eV); C2 (0-C-0; 287.9eV); C3 (COOH(R); 289.2 eV). The relative importance of the C3 component measures the density of -000H groups, and the degree of AA structure retention in the coating.
3.2 DC effect on the composition of pdAA coatings.
We have investigated the effect of Duty Cycle, as shown in Figure 3 for pdAA coatings deposited at variable DC and 20 W. Increasing the Duty Cycle decreases the relative contribute of the C3 component, which indicates a lower density of -COON groups in the coatings due to an increased fragmentation of AA in the plasma phase.
Derivatization ESCA experiments of -COON groups have shown, in fact, that C3 components are due, for all pdAA deposition conditions, to carboxylic rather than ester functionalities. Figure 4 presents the effect of DC and power input (i.e., of AA fragmentation conditions) on the retention of the carboxylic functionalities in pdAA coatings deposited in various conditions. When the fragmentation conditions become more drastic (high RF power, high DC values), the retention of the monomer structure and the density of -COON groups in the coating are lowered. At the same time, as shown in Figure 5 , the contribution of the hydrocarbon moieties (CO component) becomes more important. The trends clearly show that modulated conditions at low DC and RF power input should be preferred to deposit pdAA coatings with a remarkable density of -COOH groups, e.g., for cell growth purposes.
PdAA coatings deposited on optically flat PS samples (Goodfellow, 12 mm diameter) at 20 W and different DC conditions, i, e., characterized by different density of -COOH groups (C3%), have been utilized as substrates in cell growth experiments. Human NCTC 2544 keratinocytes have been seeded (2x104 cells/substrate; Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium added with 10% fetal bovine serum, 50 IU penicillin, 50 IU streptomycin, 200 mM glutamine) and grown, in 5% CO2 on pdAA coatings. Cells adhered on the substrates have been observed after 1, 3, and 5 days of culture with a phase contrast inverted light microscope, and counted (at least 10 areas of 0.8 mm2) to check any effect of the substrate chemistry. In order to evaluate the ability of the surface in interacting with the cells, adhered cells have been distinguished in spread and round ones; an high percent of round cells, in fact, would mean that the surface is not very much suitable for accepting cell growth.
The results, shown in Table III , illustrate that the adhesion of cells is just slightly increased by the density of -000H groups, while their spreading is much more enhanced by the same parameter. These data, and others not reported here, show how the surface chemistry of PdAA coatings, that can be controlled by properly tuning the experimental deposition conditions, can drive the adhesion of cells, and influence the nature of the cell-surface interactions. 4. Micro-patterning biomedical surfaces by plasma Cells are sensible to topographic and chemical features of sub-micrometric dimensions [16, 18] ; random and geometrical micro-and nano-metric patterns transferred at the surface of biomedical polymers are known for their ability, in certain contests, of driving the adhesion, motion, spreading and growth steps of cells at their surface. This effect, known as "contact guidance", is quite far, yet, from being completely understood, but could be utilized in a number of fundamental studies and practical applications for biosensors, diagnostic kits and tissue engineering [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Experiments in this last field, for example, include the use of surface-patterned biodegradable polymers as scaffolds for cell cultures.
Many methods are available or are being investigated nowadays, for patterning the surface of polymer substrates with chemical and/or morphological geometries (tracks, grooves of defined profiles, dots, pits, etc.) or with random features that could eventually drive the behavior of cells. Features of nanometric size require highly spatially resolved methods (e.g., a-beam and Scanning Probe Microscopy lithography), while "soft" lithography (e .g., micro-contact printing, embossing, casting) and other patterning techniques, are devoted to pattern polymers at a micrometric scale [1 8, 41] .
Different chemical domains (e.g., hydrophilichydrophobic, acid-base, distribution of grafted groups, etc.), with lateral dimensions of a few micron at the lowest, can be developed at the surface of polymers by means of plasma processes performed through "physical masks", i, e., micronthick polymer or metal foils, where holes of proper size and shape are precisely drilled, e.g., by laser techniques. When properly positioned at the surface of the polymer under modification, and utilized with selected plasma processes, physical masks allow to transfer their pattern, with the best reported resolution of a few microns [13] [14] [15] .
4.1 Experimental: micro patterning of PS substrates through physical masks.
We have utilized different PE-CVD and treatment processes through copper grids (track patterns, TAAB Laboratry Equipment) usually utilized in Transmission Electron Microscopy. Different chemical micro-domains with simple geometry have been transferred at the surface of optically flat PS plasma processed substrates. NH3 plasma treated and pdAA deposited surfaces described in the previous sections were utilized as cell-adhesive zones; poly-ethylene-oxide (PEO)-like coatings were deposited under low fragmentation conditions Ar/DEGDME (DiEthylGlycol-DiMethyl-Ether) as non fouling, cell repulsive domains [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . H2 pre-treatment were utilized on PS before NH3-plasma treatments to quench the ageing of N-grafted polymer substrates, as explained in section 2. PS substrates were processed first to develop a cell-adhesive homogeneous layer, then were masked with the copper grid mask, and finally coated with a 40-60 nm thick PEO-like non fouling coating. Patterned surfaces result after this sequence, characterized by flat wide non fouling areas and narrow 40-60 nm deep cell-adhesive tracks.
Micro-patterned PS substrates have been properly seeded (2x104 cells/substrate in the conditions listed in section 3) with NCTC 2544 human keratinocytes or 3T3 murine fibroblasts, and kept in culture for at least 10 days. Cells adhering on different domains of the substrates where observed after 1, 3, and 5 days by means of a phase contrast inverted light microscope, in order to evaluate the effect of the micro patterns on cell adhesion and growth.
Cell behaviour at the surface of micropatterned samples
The cell-adhesive micro tracks developed at the surface of PS substrates revealed since the first day of culture their contact guidance ability of orienting the growth of cells along their direction; probably this is induced by both the chemistry and the morphology of the modified surface, since the cell-adhesive tracks run like channels through the non fouling PEO-like zones. PEO-like areas show always their non fouling character. In effect, very few round cells are observed on these domains, but only within the first 24 hours of culture; after such a limited period of time, absolutely no cells are observed on the PEO-like coated areas. Figure 6 shows a patterned PS surface (pdAA cell-adhesive tracks, PEO-like non fouling wide areas) after one day of culture of 3T3 murine fibroblasts. The picture shows clearly that the cells do not adhere on the PEO-like non fouling area around the 400 µm wide pdAA track, while adhere tightly inside it. Further, it can be noticed that cells grow aligned along the internal edges of the track, where a 40-60 nm step is present, while are randomly distributed and oriented inside. Cells reach confluent growth inside the track after about 5 day of culture, while the non fouling surrounding zones remain free from cells.
Another example of contact guidance obtained in our laboratory is visible in Figure 7 , where a PS surface patterned with N-grafted cell-adhesive tracks surrounded by PEO-like non fouling wide areas is shown. NCTC 2544 human keratinocyte cells have been grown on such surface, and it was found that only the N-grafted track areas were colonized by the cells. As it is clearly visible in the picture, keratinocytes adhere on the N-grafted areas (track and the border of the grid), while are repelled by the PEO-like non fouling zones. As in the previous case of Figure 6 , the cells appear randomly oriented inside the wide N-grafted "border" area , while are aligned along the narrow track. Cells react clearly to the nature of the surface; this behaviour is probably induced by topography (a step 40-60 nm high is present at the edge of the wide cell adhesive area, and the track is rather a "channel" 40-60 nm deep) rather than by surface chemistry, and will be object of future investigations. More detailed studies are also in program to investigate in detail (e.g., with surface analysis techniques at high space resolution) the surface chemistry of the plasma patterned surfaces.
Conclusions
Plasma treatment and deposition processes developed in our laboratory for biomedical applications have been described in this paper. In particular, plasma treatments and pre-treatments aimed to develop stable wettable surfaces on hydrophobic polymers have been described, along with the deposition processes of pdAA functional coatings in modulated plasmas, and that of non fouling PEO-like coatings.
Plasma processing techniques combined with the use of physical masks have been also described, which can be utilized to transfer micron-size areas of different chemical properties at the surface of polymers. Such patterned substrates can drive the behaviour of cells along predefined directions.
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